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First Printing Corrections

Pg Error Correction

15 Top of page, replace the fifth line of code:

MyForm.MouseDown += new Mouse Event Handler (MyForm.MouseEventHandler);

With this line:

MyForm.MouseDown += new Mouse Event Handler (MyForm.MouseClicker_MouseDown);

100 In step one, replace the first sentence With this:

Create a new Windows Control Library project named ColorMixer.

101 Replace second sentence under long code listing With this:

To test this control, create a new Windows Application project and drag the

control from the toolbox and drop it on the Windows Form. Place a Button

control (btnSetColor) and a Label control (lblColorSample) on the form and

add the following code to the Click event handler of the Button control:

102 Replace text in Step 1 With:

In the ColorMixer project, make a copy of the ColorMixer.cs control and name

the copy as ColorMixerWithEvents.cs. Using the Code view, replace all

instances of ColorMixer with ColorMixerWithEvents.

103 Replace text in Step 4 With:

Build the code. Add an instance of the ColorMixerWithEvents control to the

Windows Form that you created to test the ColorMixer control. Accept the

default name of colorMixerWithEvents1.

103 Delete Step 5.



103 Renumber Step 6 to 5 and replace all of its text With:

5. Add the following code to handle the Changed event of the

colorMixerWithEvents1 control:

private void colorMixerWithEvents1_Changed(object sender,
ColorMixer.ColorMixerWithEvents.ColorMixerEventArgs args)
{
    lblColorSample.BackColor = Color.FromArgb(args.red, args.green, args.blue);
}

103 Renumber Step 7 to 6.


